
Engl 354: writing advice
markings & common errors



Is Dalí’s The Spectre of Sex 
Appeal (1934) appropriate for 

public consumption in a  
museum open to all—at no 

charge—or is it not?  Ground 
your claims in specifics drawn 
from the painting, and avoid 
using first-person singular 
pronouns (.e.g “I,” “me”).



Common Markings on Essay

“significance”: student has provided an 
observation without discussing its possible 
meaning/significance

“diction”: imprecise and/or misleading word 
choice

“grammar”: punctuation, odd verb tense shifts, 
sentence fragments, etc.

circled: difficulty w/ diction (word choice) or 
phrasing (awkward or misleading)



GWR Scoring

the scores for this essay do not constitute any 
kind of real grade for this course

85%-100%: very strong work

75%-85%: passing, though needs additional 
elaboration & evidence, or tighter grammar

55-70%: threadbare claims, unexplained 
observations, and/or significant grammar issues



a debatable position

form an argument with which I could disagree

admit both sides of the argument, but narrow 
your focus to one and develop that thoroughly

employ handout terminology, then interpret 
what you have spotlighted

be assertive: state opinion as if it were fact



As you think about future 
essays in this course . . .



style & structure

organize your thoughts logically

avoid unnecessary repetition

avoid wordiness

use the space gained by eliminating redundancy 
& garrulity to provide additional supporting 
detail from the “text” (painting, poem, film, etc.)



evidence

logic: think through each claim before 
writing it down; test its coherence

hypotheticals: consider occasionally 
conjuring an “imagine that . . .” scenario

textual evidence: provide plenty of detail 
from a text to demonstrate that your claim is 
backed up by the facts



voice

avoid colloquialisms: informal speech detracts 
from the seriousness of your assertions

avoid first-person singular pronouns (i.e. “I,” 
“me,” “my”); your claims should stand on their 
own merits

poor grammar (issues w/ subject-verb agreement, 
verb tense, punctuation, etc.) draws attention to—
and sometimes exacerbates—weak reasoning


